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A romantic comedy settles into surprising quarters at Mustard Seed

By Judith Newmark St. Louis Post-Dispatch  Jan 31, 2017

When artistic director Deanna Jent put “Yasmina’s Necklace” on the Mustard Seed schedule a year ago, she had no idea how apt it would seem

when it opened Jan. 27.

That’s the day President Donald Trump signed an executive order suspending refugee resettlement and entry into the United States for people

from seven majority-Muslim countries.

The heroine of “Yasmina’s Necklace,” a romantic comedy by Rohina Malik, comes from Iraq.

Under the circumstances, is it OK to laugh?

Malik, director Jent and a bright, lively cast make it impossible not to.

The story is familiar in its broad outlines, distinctive in its particulars. Yasmina (lovely Parvuna Sulaiman), a painter, has �ed her home in Baghdad

by way of Syria and Turkey with her father, Musa (Amro Salama). Because she’s a refugee who’s a little too old to be unmarried (in her father’s

opinion), it won’t be easy for her to �nd a suitable husband in Chicago.

Sam (Adam Flores) is in a similar position. His parents — an Iraqi immigrant (Chuck Winning) with a good business and a Puerto Rican convert to

Islam (Maritza Motta Gonzalez) — are relieved that Sam is divorced from his �rst wife. (She was named Tracy. That pretty much tells the whole

story.) But the divorce means many families will look at him askance.

In "Yasmina's Necklace," (from left) Sara (Maritza Motta Gonzalez), Ali (Chuck Winning), their son Sam (Adam Flores), Musa (Amro
Salama) and his daughter Yasmina (Parvuna Sulaiman) share an awkward cup of tea. Photo by John Lamb 
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But Sam insists that he’s not ready to remarry anyhow. And if he should one day change his mind, he’ll want a love match (even though his father

observes that he should know better by now).

Nevertheless, the parents and their Venezuelan imam (Jaime Zayas) convince Yasmina and Sam that it can’t hurt to meet. Just have tea and cake!

Is that too much to ask?

To judge from Flores’ wonderfully woebegone face as Sam and his parents pay a call on Yasmina and Musa, maybe it is. Furthermore, Yasmina,

who has refused to change into something “pretty” (or, at least, not black), is exactly as enthusiastic as Sam is.

But their mutual discomfort o�ers common ground. Plus, Yasmina wants to start a foundation to help immigrants, and Sam, who works in

�nance, knows how to help her. As they spend time on the project, a true friendship blossoms. Can it turn into something more?

The idea of elders pushing young adults into a “good match” is by no means peculiar to Iraqis. And Malik’s shrewd combination of culture clash

with a generation gap provides ample opportunity for comedy — the elders rushing en masse into another room (while pointing out that they are

only one room away!), the young couple trying to �gure out if they can make everybody happy at once (unlikely).

In these respects, “Yasmina’s Necklace” echoes plays about many families — Jewish, Italian, Irish, Slavic, whatever — who came to America unsure

of what came next. Today, with immigration from the Near East in the news, it’s good to remember that these are families too, just as well-

intentioned and misguided as the rest of us.

Malik’s gentle humor stands on solid comedic ground. However, the play gets o�-track a bit in its portrayal of Latino Muslims. They certainly exist,

but probably deserve a di�erent play; here, it’s a distraction.

There are also long excursions into Yasmina’s agonizing past. Some of that material — particularly memories of the childhood friend she left

behind, Amir (Ethan Joel Isaac) — is handled with elegance and restraint. But that’s not all. Malik also gives Yasmina a “secret” (a very predictable

secret) that threatens to topple the balance.

Look, no one play can tell the whole story of anything. A comedy about people we don’t think of in comedic terms — people we routinely

categorize as victims and victimizers — accomplishes plenty just making us laugh. That turns “the other” into other people.
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Yasmina's Necklace

When • Through Feb. 12

Where • Fontbonne University Fine Arts Theatre, 6800 Wydown Boulevard

How much • $30-$35; Thursday shows are “pay what you can/pay with a can”

More info • 314-719-8060; mustardseedtheatre.com
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